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3PREFACE TO THE REPORT.
On August 23rd, 1907, the Council of the Incorporated Associa­
tion of Secondary Teachers of Victoria appointed a Committee to 
draw up a scheme for the Co-ordination of W ork in the Sub-prim ary 
and Prim ary Grades of Secondary Schools. Dr. J. P. W ilson, 
Ormond College, was Chairman, and Miss Mary Morris, M erton 
Hall, S. Yarra, Convener.
The Committee held its first meeting on August 29th, 1907. 
Between that date and November 7th following, there were nine full 
sessions of the Committee. Questions such as the division of pupils 
in+o grades, the curriculum suited to each grade, the length and the 
Si b-di vision of the school-week came up for discussion. The co­
ordination of work for the Sub-prim ary grade was completed. The 
results of those early deliberations of the Committee were embodied 
in a Progress Report presented to the Council of the Association on 
Novem ber 13th, 1907.
At a meeting of the Association held on May 15th, 1908, the 
general approval of ‘the Association was given to this Progress 
Report, and papers were read dealing with various aspects of the 
work of Co-ordination (see S.T.V ., June ’08).
In March, 1908, the Council reappointed the members of the 
Committee, and added six o th e rs : so that the Committee for 1908— 
the Committee responsible for the final report on the Co-ordination 
of W ork—comprised the following members :—-
J a m e s  B e e , M.A., M.Sc. - P resbyterian L adies’ College, Melb.
M iss B a r b a r a  B e l l  - - Catholic T r a i n i n g  College, Melb.
M r s . C h a m p l i n  - K indergarten Training C o l l e g e ,  K e w .
G. H. C r o w t h e r , M .A., L L .D . - B r i g h t o n  G ram m ar S c h o o l .
H a m i l t o n  F l e t c h e r , M.A. - C .E .G .S . P reparatory  School, Melb.
M iss E. H a r d i e ,  B.A. - - C .E .G .G .S . P r e p a r a t o r y  School, Melb.
M iss M. H a r l i n ,  M.A. - - C .E .G .G .S ., M e l b o u r n e .
M iss H e n d e r s o n  - -  ‘ O b e r w y l , ’ S t .  K i l d a .
M iss H u g h s t o n  - ‘ F intona, ’ Camberwell.
R e v . G. M. L o n g , M.A. - T rinity G ram m ar School, Kew.
M iss G. M c M i l l a n , L .L .A . - Presbyterian L adies’ College, Melb.
M iss M o r r i s  - - - C .E .G .G .S ., M elbourne.
R e v . P. J. M c C u r t i n , S.J. - Xavier College, Kew [Convener).
P. A n s e l l  R o b i n , M . A .  - - C .E .G .S ., M e l b o u r n e .
M iss G e o r g i n a  S w e e t , D .Sc. - M elbourne University.
J .  P. W i l s o n , M .A ,, L L .D . - Orm ond College, late  P resbyterian
L adies’ College, Melb. [C hairm an).
L. J. W r i g l e y , M.A. - - W esley College, M elbourne.
A ss is t in g  o n  S u b -C o m m it te e s :
M. P. H a n s e n , M .A ., L L .B . - W esley College, Melbourne.
M iss E. M. M u n t z , M . S c . ,  - C .E .G .G .S ., M elbourne.
F ather M cCurtin was made Convener vice Miss Morris resigned. 
Dr. J. P. W ilson was reelected Chairman. Mr. Jam es Bee acted as 
Chairman whilst Dr, W ilson was absent from the State. During
41908 nineteen meetings were held, at which the attendance of mem­
bers was punctual and regular. Early in the session sub-committees 
were nominated to draft the outlines of work for successive school 
years. The drafts were carefully examined, criticised and modified 
by the general Committee prior to their adoption. This work was 
completed on Nov. 4th, 1908, and on Nov. 18th, 1908, the Council 
of the Association empowered the Committee to print the result of 
the session’s work. In order to meet the requirements of the scheme 
it may be necessary to extend the ordinary school-week by one hour 
(See Note on p. 25 of Syllabus). Some of the boys’ schools have 
already taken time for Sloyd on Saturday mornings, and in girls’ 
schools a lesson in “ extras ” is sometimes taken on that day ; but 
mothers as a rule prefer to have their daughters left free on 
Saturdays to receive some training in household affairs. Therefore, 
principals who object to a lengthened week must either curtail the 
number of subjects in the curriculum, or work out some plan of 
overlapping the subjects for the individual pupil. The minute sub­
division of the school-week made by the Committee is intended to 
supply general directions to teachers, but probably a forceful and 
enthusiastic teacher will deviate from the details of the scheme in 
some respects.
In Mathematics, Natural Science and Language, much time 
and thought were given to the framing of courses in accordance 
with modern ideas upon the teaching of these all-important branches 
of a liberal education. In Language care was taken not to introduce 
the pupil to more than one new language at the same stage, and, in 
general, to avoid confusing the student by an accumulation of 
languages in his curriculum.
The outlines for the teaching of History were framed on the 
concentric plan, and the centralisation of study round the biographies 
of the remarkable men of each period was steadily kept in view.
The subject of Domestic Economy was considered by the Com­
mittee to deserve more attention than many girls’ schools assign to 
it. The syllabus now supplied lays due emphasis on the artistic as 
well as on the utilitarian side of this subject.
The Committee have endeavoured to make the outlines agree in 
essentials with those prepared by the University authorities for the 
use of candidates at the Primary Examination.
The issue of a list of text books in the several subjects of the 
syllabus was debated, but the Committee considered that for the 
present the drawing up of such a list was not advisable.
The Committee are unanimously of opinion that the length of 
time for ‘ practice ’ usually expected by music teachers from pupils 
between the ages of 8 and 14, is out of all proportion to the time 
available for other subjects, and therefore recommend that it be 
rigorously curtailed.
J. P. W IL SO N , M.A , LL.D ., Chairman.
P. J. M cC U R TIN , S.J., Convener.
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Schools.
I.
DIVISION INTO GRADES.
Average aae(a) Sub-Primary Grade
(b) Lower-Primary Grade
(c) H igher-Primary Grade
-u p  to 8 years.
8 to 11 years. 
11 to 14 years.
II.
OUTLINE OF WORK IN THE SUB-PRIMARY GRADE.
F o r school- 
week of 23 hrs.
Per week.
(1) Scriptural & other Religious Instruction  1 hr.
(2) Reading  (including Spelling and T ran­
scription) ... ... ... 5 hrs.
(3) Language-■■ ... ... ... 3 hrs.
(4) Poetry ... ... ... ... 1 hr.
(5) Form al W rit ing  ... ••• ... \  hr.
(6) Arithm etic  ... ... ... 3 hrs.
(7) M anual Tra in ing—
(a) Drawing, 1 hr.
(b) Brush work 1 hr. r ... ... 4 hrs.
(c) Occupations 2 hrs. I
(8) Physical Tra in ing  (including games) ••• 2\  hrs.
(9) Singing  ... ... ... ... l j  hrs.
(10) N ature S tudy  ... ... ... 14 hrs.
F o r school- 
week of 15 hrs. 
Per week.
1 hr.
... 2 i hrs.
... 2 hrs.
1 hr.
• • i  hr.
1 | hrs.
2 hrs.
1 | hrs. 
I 2 hrs. 
1 | hrs.
Total 23 hrs. 15 hrs.
6III.
OUTLINE OF W ORK IN  THE LOW ER-PRIM ARY
GRADE.
(1) Scriptural and other Religious Instruction
(2) English and Formal Writing
(3) Arithmetic and Practical Geometry
(4) French
(5) History
(6) Geography and Nature Study
(7) Drawing and Manual Training •••
(8) Singing
(9) Physical Training
T otal •••
1 hr. per week
6 hrs.
5 hrs.
2 hrs.
2 hrs.
2 i hrs.
2 hrs.
1 hr.
1$ hrs.
23 hrs. per week
IV.
OUTLINE OF W ORK IN TH E HIGHER-PRIMARY
GRADE.
1ST Ye a r ’s W o r k — A s in L ow er-P rim ary  Grade, with the 
following alterations—■
(6) Geography and Nature Study 3 hrs. per week
(8) Singing ... f hr.
(9) Physical Training... l i hrs.
i Y e a r ’s W o r k —
(1) Scriptural & other Religious Instruction l hr.
(2) English and Formal Writing 4 2 hrs.
(3) Arithmetic, Elementary Algebra, and
Practical Geometry 5 hrs.
(4) French 2 hrs.
(5) Latin or German ■■■ 2 hrs.
(6) History ... 2 hrs.
(7) Geography, Nature Study, and General
Elementary Science 3 hrs.
(8) Drawing and Manual Training 2 hrs.
(9) Physical Training-■■ 1 hr.
(10) Singing ... ••• i hr.
Total ... 23 hrs. per week
73 r d  Y e a r ’s  W o r k —
(1) Scriptural & other Religious Instruction  1 hr. per week
(2) English  and Form al W riting  ... 4 hrs. ,,
(3) Arithm etic, Algebra and Geometry ... 5 i hrs. „
(4) French ... ... ... ... 2 hrs. ,,
(5) L a tin  or German ... ... ... 2 hrs. „
(6) History ... ••• ... ... 2 hrs. „
(7) Geography and Elementary Science ... 3 hrs. „
(8) M anual Training  and Drawing  (alter­
native with a third foreign language) 2 hrs. • „
(9) Physical T ra in in g ... ... ... 1 hr. „
(10) Singing ... ... ... ... i  hr. „
Total ... ... 23 hrs. per week
N.B.—In all the above schemes hours of 60 minutes each are meant.
V.
CO-ORDINATION OF WORK IN THE SUB-PRIMARY
GRADE.
(1) Scriptural and other Religious Instruction.—No details
entered upon.
(2) Reading—
A.-—Age 5 to 6. A vocabulary of from 15 to 20 familiar 
worns to be acquired.
These words to be taught in connection with objects, or 
pictures of objects, and learnt from the Blackboard, or large 
Reading Card, or Reading Sheet.
These words to be used by child in the form of simple 
sentences.
Practice in Phonics to be given, apart from the regular 
reading lesson.
B.—Age 6 to 7.—Word building to be given in connection 
with a more advanced Reader.
Slow pronunciation to be given, to enable the child to 
distinguish the separate sounds of a word.
C.—Age 7 to 8. A simple continuous story-book to be used, 
and further practice in word-building connected therewith.
(3) Language—
A .— Age 5 to 6. The children to be trained to express them­
selves in complete sentences. To recite and dramatise 
events. To represent stories in a pictorial form.
Towards the end of the period to be able to express 
themselves by writing short sentences.
B.—Age 6 to 7. Oral composition to be taught in connection 
with pictures illustrating scenes from our own and other lands.
Geographical ideas to be acquired in connection with Sand 
Tray, before any definition of geographical terms is committed 
to memory.
C.—Age 7 to 8. More advanced work on the lines of that 
done during the previous years.
(4) Poetry—
A, B, and C.—Age 5 to 8. To recite individually, nursery 
rhymes such as Mother Goose Rhymes, and poetry such as 
“ The Child’s Garden of Verse ” (R. L. Stevenson), “Seven 
Times One ” (Jean Ingelow), or the “ Poet’s Corner for 
Children” (Arnold). The poems committed to memory 
should be of literary value, and may be correlated with 
Nature Study and Language work.
(5) Form al W ritin g —
A.—Age 5 to 6. The simple elements of the letters to be 
produced by free-arm movements, with chalk, on slanting 
boards.
B.—Age 6 to 7. The small letters, also the capital letters 
most commonly used, and the figures, to be taught, grouped 
according to their elements.
C.—Age 7 to 8. Systematic practice in writing words, all the 
small and capital letters being introduced.
The children should be taught to write each word without 
lifting the pencil between the letters.
(6) A rithm etic—
A .— Age 5 to 6.
1. To count forwards and backwards by ones from 1 to 10 
objects-
2. To recognise any number of objects up to 10.
3. To learn analysis of numbers up to 5.
4. To know the half of any of the numbers used.
B.— Age 6 to 7.
1. To count forwards and backwards from 1 to 20 by ones, 
twos, threes, fours and fives.
2. To know the meaning of the number names, and of the 
symbols used.
3. To learn analysis of numbers up to 10.
4. To know the half, third, and fourth of any number of 
objects up to 20.
N.B.—Objects, not figures, to be used throughout.
C.—Age 7 to 8.
1. To count forwards and backwards by tens, fives, and 
twos, etc., from 1 to 100.
2. To know the meaning of the number names and of the 
symbols used.
3. To learn analysis of numbers up to 20 and the application 
of these to a combination of numbers not exceeding 100.
4. To apply the Four Simple Rules to all the numbers used.
5. To add columns of digits not exceeding 10 digits.
6. To count money, and to make practical measurements so as 
to apply to theyard, foot, inch, lb., oz., gallon, quart, and pint.
9(7) Manual Training—
(a) Drawing. A.— Age 5 to 6. The first work in this subject 
to be executed in chalk by free-arm movements.
The first exercises to be associated with objects or sketches 
used during the Reading Lesson, or to be original work 
connected with the Language Lessons.
B. and C.— Age 6 to 8. More advanced work on the same 
lines as above, along with coloured crayon mass work.
(b) Brushwork. Mass representation of objects connected 
with Nature Study and Language Lessons.
The simplest of brush strokes to represent natural objects.
(c) Occupations, including clay-modelling, sand-tray work, 
outlining, paper folding and cutting, etc. These to be used 
according to the taste of the teacher, and correlated with 
other work.
(8) Physical Training—
See Government Syllabus of Physical Exercises for use in 
Schools, issued by the Education Department, London.
(9) Singing—
To sing simple songs by ear, also to have practice in singing 
scales and the notes of the common chords.
(10) Nature S tudy—
Plant and animal life to be taught in connection with the 
seasons of the year. Nature study also to be correlated with 
observation of the weather, and of simple physical 
phenomena.
VI.
CO-ORDINATION OF WORK IN PRIMARY GRADE.
1.—Scripture and other Religious Instruction.
No details.
2.—English.
L o w e r  P r i m a r y — (8— 11).
The sub-divisions of the work should be correlated on the 
following or other lines :—
(a) Literature, Reading, Repetition, Composition and Punctuation, 
or (b) Transcription, Writing, Spelling, Dictation, Punctuation, 
or (c) Analysis, Synthesis, Informal Grammar (to begin at 10).
I.— Literature :— (i.) Prose. Graded Readers should be used for 
Reading lessons : but collections of Old Testament stories, 
Heroic Legends, Fairy Stories, Folk-lore, and simple books 
on Natural History should be kept in the school or form 
library for supplementary reading.
(N.B.—Complete stories should be used).
(ii.) Poetry. Simple narratives or ballads, simple lyrics.
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II.— Com position :— Simple letters to parents or friends. Later 
(10— 11), different ways of beginning or ending letters. 
Reproduction of stories. Oral or written construction of 
simple sentences from given m aterials: later (10— 11), of 
easy compound sentences.
[N o t e .—T he children should be encouraged as much as possible 
to depend on their own resources, and should be practised 
in the writing of stories on pictures— making use of words 
suggested to them by the teacher.]
Use of capital letters and full stops; later (10— 11), of comma, 
quotation marks, marks of interrogation and exclamation.
III.—Spelling :—To be taught mainly from reading-books, not from 
. lists of words apart from context. Simple rules of spelling
to be found out from examples in reading books.
Exercises in systematic word-building should be given.
IV .— Analysis and G ram mar.
L o w e r  P rimary (10— 11).
C o n spe c t u s  of W ork .
[No Gram mar Book should be used by pupils. As far as 
possible, corresponding divisions of parallel columns should be taken 
simultaneously.] _______
A nalysis. A ccidence. Syntax .
Subject and Predicate Parts of speech Agreement of Verb and
(a) Noun, verb
(b) Enlargements—adjective
adverb
subject in number
(c) Substitute for noun— Nominative and objective
pronoun cases
(d) Substitute for adverb—
preposition + noun
(e) Substitute for statement
—interjection
Objective after preposition
Predicate =  verb + Verbs of Complete Predi­
object + extension cation, Transitive and 
Intransitive
H ig h e r  P rimary  (11—14).
I.— Literature'.— {a) (11— 12) Graded Readers containing Prose 
and Poetry—with explanations of difficult words.
(6) (12— 13) Prose— Books of travel and adventure, but 
only those of great writers ; classic stories told by good 
authors, e.g., Kingsley’s ‘ Heroes,’ L am b’s ‘ Adventures of 
U ly sses’ and ‘ Tales from Shakespeare ’ ; simpler essays 
of Addison, Steele, Goldsmith.
( N o t e .— Books of extracts not recommended unless the passages 
are long, and each makes a complete story, or has a unity of 
its own.)
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Poetry—Patriotic Ballads (e.g., Campbell’s or Tennyson’s ) ; 
poetic narrative (e.g., ‘ John Gilpin,’ ‘ The Pied P ip e r’) ;  
simple lyrics.
(c) (13— 14). A wider range of reading is available; great 
novels (e.g., ‘ Lorna Doone,’ ‘ W hite Company,’ ‘ Treasure 
Island ’) ; great essays (e.g., Sir Roger de Coverley essays, 
Citizen of the W orld, one or two of L am b’s or Leigh H un t’s), 
and such poems as ‘ M armion,’ ‘ Lays of Ancient Rome,’ 
‘ L ’Allegro,’ ‘ II Penseroso,’ and ‘ Ancient M ariner,’ are 
suitable.
(N o t e .— I n this year (13— 14), elements of style may be dis­
covered from the literature itself, and, if possible, from 
comparison of different authors. The differences between 
poetry and prose, and the commoner figures of speech, may 
be observed. Different kinds of metre may be noticed, and 
the relation between metre and subject-m atter illustrated).
II.— Composition—
{a) (11— 12), as for last year of Lower Prim ary.
(b) (12— 14). Oral or written combination of materials into 
simple, complex, or compound sentences. Letters. Repro­
duction of stories from reading-books. Composition of 
original stories. Original compositions on simple subjects.
( N o t e .— In the 2nd of these two years (13— 14), add outlining 
and paragraphing of essays, and the fuller use of punctuation).
III.— G ram m ar:
(a) H i g h e r  P r im a r y  (11— 12).
C o n s p e c t u s  of W o r k .
(No Grammar-book to be used by pupils. As far as possible, 
corresponding divisions of parallel columns should be taken simul­
taneously).
A n a l y s is . A c c id e n c e . S y n t a x .
A s  for Lower Prim ary : 
also,
Simple uses of Comple­
ments
Compound Sentences
Subordinate clauses 
and how to recog­
n is e  them
Inflections of Nouns, Personal 
Pronouns, Adjectives, and 
Indicative Active of Verbs
Conjunctions (co-ordinating)
Conjunctions (subordinating), 
conjunctive adverbs
Relative Pronouns and their 
inflexion
Nominative case :—Sub­
ject, Apposition, Com­
plement.
Verbs of Incomplete 
Predication.
Agreement of Verb and 
Pronoun.
Syntax of Verb and Com­
pound subject.
Concord of Relative P ro ­
noun
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(6) H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (12-- 1 3 ) .
A n a l y s is . A c c id e n c e . S y n t a x .
Simple sentences in 
various forms (in­
verted order ; ques­
tions ; w ith “ i t ” 
preparatory subject 
or object).
Various complements 
and extensions of 
predicate.
Complex sentences. 
Connectives.
Syntax of subordi­
nate clauses.
Conjugation of F in ite Verb 
(Act. and P ass .) ; principal 
parts of Verbs. Classifica 
tion of Pronouns. Com­
parison o f Adverbs.
W ord-form ation : English 
Prefixes and Suffixes.
Position of Adverbs. Syn­
tax  of Comparative and 
Superlative Adjective 
and Adverb.
Objective case :—Comple­
ment ; Adverbial use.
(c) H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  ( 1 3 - - 1 4 ) .
A n a l y s i s . A c c id e n c e . S y n t a x .
Full analysis of easy 
compound and com­
plex sentences—(not 
more than two sub­
ordinate clauses a t 
once)
Classification of Nouns, P ro ­
nouns, Adjectives, Adverbs. 
Kinds of Verbs.
The Verb Infinite
Syntax of Pronouns. Cor­
rection of faulty  sen­
tences.
Uses o f  infinite m o o d .
3.— M athem atics.
Note.— It is recommended that Algebra b e  taught as a n  e x t e n s io n  
of Arithmetic during the H igher P rim ary Grade.
Arithmetic— (8—9.)
{a) Oral.— E asy mental concrete exercises involving, for s im p le  
operations, M ultiplication tables to 12 x 12.
Exercises in finding i ,  i , ................... iV of given q u a n ­
tities and values.
Symbols of operation in four simple rules.
Simple problems in reduction of money {£ s. d.)
F urther exercises in simple measures and weights of 
Sub-Prim ary, together with minute, hour, day, week, dozen, 
score.
Note.-—Teaching Subtraction by method of complementary 
addition is recommended.
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(b) W ritten.—W ritten work supplementary to above. Compound 
rules (money), simple rules with numbers up to 1,000— 
divisors and multipliers not exceeding 12. In money sums 
answers not to exceed £10.
Children to be encouraged to frame for themselves exer­
cises based on real transactions.
Practical Geometry (8—9.)
Measurements with ft. rule in ft., inches, halves, fourths and 
eighths of an inch. Use of set square and ruler in making 
lines, squares, and rectangles with given dimensions. Simple 
exercises on above. Meaning of scale. Plan of school-room 
to fairly correct scale.
Arithm etic  (9— 10).
(a) Oral.—Meas. of length (yds., ft., in.), weight (cwt., qrs., lbs., oz.)
capacity (gal., qt., pt.) Concrete examples in these and in 
money, domestic and simple business transactions. Common
applications of fractions i ,  i , ................................. t o  (denominators to
divide quantity or number exactly). Tables of weights and 
measures as before, including chain, mile, ton, year, gross. 
Ample practice in long and cross tots should be given.
(b) W ritten .—Supplementary to, and following direction of, oral
work above. The four operations with Nos. up to 100,000, 
Multipliers and divisors to 100 (Long multiplication to begin 
from le f t ; Italian method of Division recommended), and 
sums of money to £100. Simple direct reduction of pounds, 
shillings, pence and half-pence. The four operations, and 
simple reduction in measures of weight, length, and capacity, 
within above limits. Simple practical applications of one 
operation.
Practical Geometry (9— 10).
Measure of distances about school premises. Construction of 
triangles, parallelograms and circles, with given dimensions, 
using ruler, set square, and pair of compasses. Use of ruler 
in determining area of rectangles in sq. ft. and sq. in.
Arithm etic  (10— 11).
(а) Oral.—Tables of length, area, weight, capacity and time.
Mental operations in practical use of these, and on the ex­
tended use of fractions. Meaning and notation of decimals 
to three places. Calculations based on actual measurements 
of areas, of rectangles, triangles and parallelograms. Abbre­
viated methods of mental calculation in common use (e.g., 
dozen, score and gross rules). Oral statement of processes 
employed in arithmetic work of the class.
(б) W ritten .—W ritten work based on oral and mental course, with
extended range of quantity and number, but avoiding measures 
not in common use. (Divisors and multipliers up to 100). 
Domestic and business transactions dealing with value, 
weight, length, area, time. Exercises in fractional values as 
expressed by vulgar fractions and percentages. Square and 
cube root by factors.
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Practical Geometry (10— 11.)
Discovering properties and relations of rectangles, triangles and 
parallelograms. Drawing of these forms to scale of 1 in., 
I  in., i  in., i  in. to 1 ft. Meaning of angle and angular 
measure. Use of protractor. Easy problems. P lan of 
school-district to scale.
Arithmetic (11— 12.)
(a) O ral.— Mental operations in domestic and business transactions.
Metric Table of L en g th ; Exam ples involving use of 
fractions, decimals and percentages. Percentages applied to 
Interest and retail discount with use of abbreviated methods. 
Cubic measure. Measurement of rectangular volume.
(b) Written.—W ritten work based on Oral, with extended range
of quantities and numbers. Easy examples in four rules of 
decimals and vulgar fractions. Reduction of vulgar to 
decimal fractions, with approximations in addition, subtrac­
tion and multiplication. Easy decimalisation of quanti­
ties. Easy examples in Practice. U nitary Method. Easy 
examples in averages, taxes, percentages. Easy simple 
interest (finding interest only). Easy examples in calculating 
areas and volumes. Incidental Algebra—Addition and Sub­
traction, using symbols x, y, etc.
Geometry (11— 12.)
Bisection of angles and straight lines ; drawing perpendiculars, 
making angles equal to given angle. Drawing parallels. 
Dividing straight line into given number of parts. Tangents 
to circle. Regular in- and circum- scribed figures of 3, 4, 
6, 8 sides. Problems.
Arithmetic (12— 13.)
(a)  O ral.-—As for former year, with more difficult exercises.
Proportion and interest fully treated. Diameter and circum ­
ference of circle. Metric tables (mass and volume).
(b) Written.—Vulgar and decimal fractions (excluding re­
curring decimals). Easy approximations. Ratio. Simple 
and compound proportion. Simple interest. Averages and 
percentages. Relation of diameter to circumference, with 
practical applications. Index notation.
Geometry (12— 13).
Use of squared paper. Areas of rectangles, triangles, circles, etc. 
Selection of theoretical geometry, including (l) Angles at a 
p o in t; (2) Parallels ; (3) Angles of triang le; (4) Congruent 
triangles. Proof of problems of previous year (omitting 
circles). Easy exercises on above.
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Algebra  (12— 13.)
Expression of quantity by literal symbols. Use of simple equation 
in solving easy problems. Addition, subtraction, easy 
multiplication and division.
Arithmetic  (13— 14.)
(a) Oral.— More difficult examples of work of former year.
Mensuration, Discount, Stocks, Profit and Loss.
(b) W ritten.— Decimals, Approximations (including Square Root).
Commercial D iscount: Easy Stocks. Mensuration of circle. 
Metric System.
Geometry (13— 14.) Theoretical Geometry (continued.)
Theorems, etc., as prescribed for Primary Examinations of U ni­
versity of Melbourne. Simple exercises.
Algebra.—Symbolic notation (continued.)
Brackets, multiplication and division. Easy factors. Simple 
equations, problems. Easy simultaneous simple equations 
of two unknowns, problems. Easy graphical Algebra.
[N o t e .—Teachers will find “ The Report on the Teaching of 
Mathematics in Preparatory Schools ” (George Bell and 
Sons, 3d.) very useful for reference.]
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5.— French.
Age o f Pupils, 10— 14.
General Principles.—Those of the ‘ direct ’ method according to
; which the spoken language forms the basis of the whole course. 
After three months the grammar connected with the lessons 
should be studied.
To carry out such a scheme a text-book embodying these 
principles should be chosen, and the course followed in it will 
have to be adopted by the teacher, so that it is superfluous to 
draw up a detailed scheme. Of the text-books available, the 
series by Jack, by Siepmann, or by Dent, can be recommended.
The first book of the series by Dent and by Siepmann 
contains sufficient work for the first three years, that by Jack 
sufficient for the first two years.
The following remarks apply to both books or any similar ones
that may be chosen.
1. — Pronunciation.— It  is essential that pupils be sure and con­
fident about pronouncing correctly, as otherwise they will always 
shrink from using the language aloud. The first few lessons 
should be devoted almost entirely to practising the various sounds. 
The following are recommended :—a, on, on, au, eau, u, en, an, 
in, ain, ien, oi, e, e, i, b, e, file, er, eur, eux. These sounds 
should be practised for a few minutes at the beginning of each 
lesson throughout the whole period.
2.—Gram m ar.—The English language should be used for the ex­
planation of grammatical rules. Numerous exercises for practice 
in grammar will be found in the books recommended. During 
the fourth year the verbs avoir  and etre should be formally 
learnt, and also the verbs p arler , finir, recevoir, and vendre 
(or similar ones). The last four should be learnt by means of 
stems and endings, and the tenses should be grouped according 
to their formation.
3.— W ritten  Exercises.—These should mainly consist of written 
answers to the questions given in the books recommended, sub­
sequent to the oral practice.
4.— Vocabidary.—Teachers should make sure by frequent repetition 
that the pupils have thoroughly mastered the words and phrases 
contained in the lessons.
5.—School Exam inations.—These must not follow the old 
lines of setting passages for translation and composition with 
questions on grammar, but should test the mastery of the 
vocabulary contained in the book used for the course, and the 
practica l acquaintance with grammar by asking for replies to 
questions both orally and in writing, credit being given in the
j/ former for correctness and fluency of pronunciation.
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6.—German.
Age o f  Pupils, 12—13, 13— 14.
General Principles.—Those of the ‘ direct ’ method according to 
which the spoken language forms the basis of the whole course ; 
grammar in outline only.
To carry out such a scheme, a text-book embodying these 
principles must be chosen. Of those available, the series of 
books by Schweitzer and Simonnot and by Dent can be recom­
mended. Whichever of these books is chosen, the course fol­
lowed in it will have to be adopted by the teacher, so that it is 
superfluous to draw up a scheme of details in this place. 
Schweitzer’s ‘ Deutsches Lesebuch fur Sexta ’ could be taken in 
the first year, following the suggestions given in the accompany­
ing Livre du maitre, the “ Lesebuch fur Q uinta” in the second 
year. In both a number of extracts might be omitted, as the 
quantity of work is more than could be done in the time allotted 
to German.
If Dent’s ‘ First Course ’ is adopted, it would have to be used 
for the first and second year, but might be supplemented by 
reading a number of Grimm’s Fairy Tales, which are very suit­
able for this stage. The following remarks apply to both books 
or any similar ones that may be chosen.
1.—Pronunciation.—It is essential that pupils be sure and con­
fident about pronouncing correctly, as otherwise they will always 
shrink from using the language aloud. Even if no systematic 
teaching of German pronunciation is attempted, at least the 
German sounds not met with in English should be explained in 
the first lessons, and practised regularly thereafter. (A study 
of Victor’s little book on German Pronunciation is recommended 
for the teacher).
2.—Grammar.—The use of the English language for the explanation 
of grammatical rules is recommended.
3.— W ritten  Exercises.—-These should mainly consist of written 
answers to the questions given in the books recommended, sub­
sequent to the oral practice.
4.— Vocabulary.— Teachers should make sure by frequent repetition 
that the pupils have thoroughly mastered the words and phrases 
contained in the lessons.
5 .— School Exam inations.— These must not follow the old 
lines of setting passages for translation and composition with 
questions on grammar, but should test the mastery of the 
vocabulary contained in the book used for the course and the 
practical acquaintance with grammar by asking for replies to 
questions both orally and in writing, credit being given in the 
former for correctness and fluency of pronunciation.
6. — German Script.— The teaching of this may be left to the dis­
cretion of the teacher. There can be no doubt, however, that 
pupils should have some acquaintance with it.
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7.—History.
General Principles.—The general plan should be concentric, and 
proceed as far as practical from the known to the unknown. 
Geography, Literature and Poetry should be correlated with 
History. Lessons should be oral, and use of text-books spar­
ingly introduced. In earlier forms the stories of chief interest 
should be told, i.e., those of stirring actions in which the motives 
and circumstances may be easily understood, and only those 
having important bearing on subsequent events should be used.
A clear impression of leading men of the great periods should 
be left on the children’s minds, so that subsequent stories may 
be readily grouped around the names first taught.
Later on, other characters and events illustrative of social 
customs and habits, and links between periods, may be freely 
introduced. Wars, struggles for freedom, inventions, discoveries, 
religious movements, etc., should be closely linked with persons.
Each course should be complete in itself.
L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (8— 9.)
1.—Together with Geography of Australia, tell stories of Australian 
discovery and settlement. The stories should lead the children’s 
minds back to Europe and particularly to the British Isles.
(Teachers may find ample material in W. H. Lang’s “Australia” 
or C. R. Long’s “ Australian Exploration ”).
2.—Stories of British Isles. (As these cannot be set out in detail 
may we say somewhat of the kind provided in Highroads of 
History, 1 and 2.)
L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (9— 10.)
L—Together with the study in Geography of model of Victoria should 
go stories illustrating the settlement of Victoria and simple ex­
planations of the physical causes directing the trend of settlement.
2.—The cycle of British History should be again studied by means 
of biographical sketches—this time with more attention to habits 
and customs, connecting links between great periods and lead­
ing inventions.
Some of the memory work in poetry should be connected with 
this History. A few leading dates should be learned.
L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (10— 11.)
1.—The march of discovery and settlement in Australia together 
with the simple causes of the trend of settlement.
2. Simple accounts of the growth of civilization around the shores 
of the Mediterranean Sea (such a book as M. B. Synge’s “ On 
the Shores of the Great Sea ” indicates the style of work desired.)
H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (11—12.)
History of the British Empire correlated with Geography. 
Stories of Great Discoverers:—Columbus, Vasco da Gama, 
Cabot, Frobisher, Magellan, Drake, Livingstone, etc.
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Stor ies  o f  S e t t lem en ts .— Raleigh, Gilbert, P ilgrim  Fathers , John 
Smith, Samuel Champlain, E a s t  India  Company, etc.
S tories  o f  G rea t Contests .— Should be studied with reference to 
biographies of great men, such as :—
{a) Drake, H aw kins, Grenville, Howard.
(b) Blake.
(c) Clive, H astings,W olfe , Pitt ,  Nelson, Napoleon,W ellington.
(d) W ashington.
E xpan s ion  in the 19th Century.
African and Asiatic settlements and annexations and developments 
of trade and commerce.
H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (1 2— 13).
Outline of European  H istory  correlated with Geography, e.g., 
“ H eroes of E uropean  H istory  ” (Creighton). Fuller  study 
of the H istory  of Greece and the H istory  of Rome.
H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (13— 14).
British H istory  dealing principally with the evolution of forms of 
government, as e.g., “ Simple Studies in English  H istory  ” 
(Gillies).
8.—Geography and Nature Study.
L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (8— 11).
A im s — 1. T o  encourage interest in, and accurate observation of, 
physical and simple biological phenomena ; the drawing simple 
deductions from such observations ; and the recording such 
observations.
F o r  this stage, the central idea of geographical study is the 
circulation of water.
2. T o  give power of understanding map and its symbols and scales ; 
to give facility in representing facts by modelling in sand, 
plasticine, etc., and by rough maps, plans, and sketches.
3. T o  give a basis of geographical knowledge, and thereon to 
develop the power of imagination, e.g., picturing conditions of 
life in other countries, etc.
4. T o  encourage collecting and classifying of specimens.
N .B .—Text-books should be used only after oral teaching has 
been given.
T he power of expression should be developed by compositions 
based especially on the above observations and collections.
T h e  correlation of these subjects, as far as possible, with 
others is specially urged, e.g., Geography with History and 
L i te ra tu re— as in Stories and Poems on Rivers, Oceans, 
Seasons ; or Stories about Discovery, Settlement, and E xplora  
tion, with simple ballads.
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Nature S tu d y— L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (8— 11).
Observational lessons on Natural objects, especially Plants and 
Animals, with the simplest every-day descriptions and inferences 
natural to the child.
The work may open out as the teacher and children wish, 
and as circumstances lead-
Full use should be made of drawing as an aid to clear 
thought and expression.
Geography— L o w e r  P r i m a r y  ( 8 — 9 ) .
I.
1. Acquiring ideas of distance and of direction, and of position of
cardinal points.
2. Making plans of schoolroom and of environs, to fairly correct
scale, cardinal points being indicated on plans.
3. Observing and making models of geographical features, e.g., island;
learning to point these out on pictures or maps, and to describe 
them orally and in writing.
4. Topography of District as children can observe it.
5. A general account of Australia, led up to by talks dealing with
typical occupations, places, scenes, and climates, the States and 
their Capitals ; stories about Australia.
II.
1. Observation of slope of playground, roads, and district, and its
influence on the direction of running water.
2. Condensation ; clouds, dew, fog, and rain. Observation only of
these.
3. Evaporation of water, roads, drying, etc.
4. Observation of the obvious facts of Meteorology, e.g., order of
seasons, corresponding variations of temperature and o f the 
length of day and night.
Geography— L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (9—10).
I.
Inform ational and Topographical.
1. Teach from globe, distribution of land and water, oceans and
continents. Tell children stories about British Isles, and some 
other countries, and their inhabitants. Lead up to continents 
by talks about imported articles of common use, e.g., tea. 
Make children find on globe a few important trade routes to 
Australia, connecting routes with articles carried on them.
2. Teach principal physical and political features of Australia and of
New Zealand.
3. Teach Industries ; physical and political features of Victoria.
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II.
Observational.
1. Observation of the action of running water in altering land, and of
dependence of its action on velocity and slope. Action of 
running water should be traced in neighbouring stream.
2. Determination of what controls velocity—slope and absence of
obstacles.
3. Determination of a few velocities by observation of the time an
object (e.g., apple) takes to travel a given distance in different 
parts of a stream.
4. Continued observation of geographical features, e.g., in miniature
in pond or dam ; modelling, drawing, defining and describing 
them.
5. Observation of work of waves (where possible).
6. Study of obvious facts of meteorology in more detail than in
previous year by observation of movement of a sun-shadow; 
change of season, and change of length of day and night.
III .
Modelling, Drawing, and Mapping.
1. Make a model of immediate locality of school, and from it roughly
a plan to scale.
2. Model Victoria in clay, plasticine or other material. Draw rough
map of Victoria from model and from memory.
Geography—L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (10— 11).
I.
Topographical and General Geography.
1. Simple descriptive geography of Mediterranean, illustrative of
history studied at this period.
2. Teach Australia (particularly Victoria) and New Zealand in
greater detail.
3. Teach build of one continent as a type,e.g., North America, build­
ing it up from mountain systems.
4. Give children some ideas of populations and areas of other Aus­
tralian States, compared with those of Victoria by graphical 
methods, and of distance by time taken in journey.
II.
Observational.
1. Study a river basin in miniature, as shown by a runnel in play­
ground, a creek, e tc .; discover the three stages in a river’s 
work—deepening, widening, and depositing : lead up to three 
types of work of rivers, denuding, transporting, depositing.
From playground model, imagine the effect of a river on a 
lake, and of a lake on a river. Note areas of deposits, low- 
lying flat areas, lakes, etc.
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2- Note how the build of locality is determined by its mountains and 
hills, and lead up to conception that the build of continents and 
of countries is determined by the mountain systems.
3. Chart length of midday shadow of a stick—say, 2ft. high—at 
different times of year. Fix approximately North and South 
line by shortest shadow.
III.
Maps, Plans, and Models.
1. Model and plan of district.
2. Maps as in previous year, and, in addition, Australian States and
New Zealand.
3. Model of the one Continent which is being studied.
H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (11— 14).
Aims .— In Higher Primary Grade the main object in teaching 
Geography should be to explain past history and present 
economic conditions. Children should be made to realise the 
earth as the scene of man’s activity, as conditioning man’s 
activity, and as modified by it. (Teacher might read with 
advantage ‘ Man and his W ork,’ by Herbertson).
British Empire should be taken as centre and all facte 
related to this.
Relief of continents to be shown as main determining factor 
of coast-line, rivers, industries, etc.
Much rough mapping to be done by pupils.
The chief aims of Nature Study and Elementary Science 
should be to develop self-reliance, and originality of thought, 
imagination and reverence ; to encourage keenness and accuracy 
of observation, and the power of differentiating the essential 
from the accidental.
Accurate drawing to scale, drawing from object,and memory 
drawing should be done by the pupils throughout the whole 
course.
N .B .—Children should still be taught, in the first place, by means 
of blackboards, globes, maps, objects, and experiments; but 
should now begin to make more use of text-books.
Nature Study—H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (11—12).
Scope :—As in Lower Primary (8— 11).
Geography—H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (11— 12).
I.
General and Commercial.
Complete study of continents on lines previously suggested, teaching 
chief divisions only.
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British E m p ire : relate other parts of Em pire with Australia and 
with G reat Britain by trade routes. Compare areas of 
Victoria, Australia, British Isles, Canada, In d ia ; and p o p u la ­
tions of Victoria, Australia, British Isles, London, and Mel­
bourne, and illustrate by graphic methods. Explain, by facts 
learnt in Physical Geography, reasons for growth of population, 
and industries in various areas.
II.
O bservational.
1. To continue study of river action in altering face of earth: observe
effect of a stream on miniature lakes, delta formation, alluvial 
fiats, flood plains, drained lakes ; observe material deposited by 
water, sorted and stratified— sediments and sedimentary rocks: 
model, draw, and describe above.
2. To study simple proofs of the earth’s form.
3. Learn to lay down a North and South line by equal and by shortest
shadows.
4. Learn use of M ariner’s Compass in determining direction.
5. Note apparent movements of the sun.
6. Note changes of time and place of sunrise and sunset.
7. T o note, and chart change of length of day and night and varia­
tion of tem perature throughout the year, relating same to change 
of seasons.
8. Note and study effect on tem perature of change of angle at which
sun’s rays fa ll ; learn zones of climate and meaning of term 
latitude.
III.
M aps and Models.
1. Draw continents from models or relicf-maps.
2. Draw maps from memory.
G eography and E lem entary Science.
E lem entary Science : H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (1 2— 13).
T im e.— A t least one lesson o f two consecutive periods per week.
F or equivalent of three term s— Observational and Experim ental 
lessons in simple P h y s i c s  and C h e m i s t r y .
The experiments should not require any previous theoretical 
knowledge. At the end of this stage pupils should know simple prac­
tical methods of measuring length, area, mass, volume, density, 
pressure of fluids, time, tem perature, heat.
They should now learn, as simply as possible, somewhat of the 
meaning of the terms element, simple compound, mixture, gas, liquid, 
solid, acid, and alkali, by the experimental study of air, water, chalk, 
common salt, a simple acid and a simple alkali, and of combustion, 
evaporation, solution, filtration, decantation, distillation and diffusion.
(Much of the above may be conveniently studied in connection 
with mathematics and geography).
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For equivalent of one term—Botany : simple individual experi­
ments in plant physiology, and simple analysis, observation, and 
description (in the pupil’s own language) of common plants, e.g., 
geranium, lily, petunia, sweet-pea, etc.
Geography—H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (12—13).
I.
Political and Commercial.
Study Europe. Study Mediterranean Countries in correlation with 
history.
Revise Australasian Geography.
II.
Physiography and Observational Geography.
1. Study formation of Fold Mountains (as a type of others).
2. Study Soil-creep, Landslips, Avalanches and Glaciers.
3. Study Volcanoes and Igneous rocks, e.g., pumice and lava.
4. See, where possible, evidences of a cooling earth, and of a change
of level.
5. Study Valleys, Plains, Plateaus, Deserts, and observe, where
possible, influence of wind on sandy plains and on sand-hills.
6. Study latitude and longitude in connection with mapping.
7. Chart as in previous year.
III .
Draw from memory maps of Europe, Mediterranean, British Isles, 
Australasia, and Australasian States.
Elem entary Science— H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (13—14).
Time.— A t least one lesson o f tivo consecutive periods per week. 
Elementary Physics and Chemistry.
Amplification of, or same as, that of last year, 
or Botany.
Systematic work on elementary plant morphology and physiology. 
The simpler ideas of classification of plants, exemplified by a 
few simple orders. In every case, practical outdoor, and indoor, 
work is essential.
And Physiology o f Anim als and Elementary Anatomy.
Simple experiments on function, with practical work for structure. 
At this stage, use should be made of such organs as may be 
obtained from the butcher’s ; the organ itself, with a model, 
blackboard-drawing, or diagram, being always before the eye. 
The pupils should use their own bodies for observation where- 
ever possible—e.g., of the processes of respiration, circulation, 
movement.
A general survey of the internal anatomy of the body, with 
the positions, relationships, macroscopic structure, and functions 
in outline of all the main organs, may now be given.
N.B.—No dissection of lower animals should be made in the 
Primary Grade.
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G eography— H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (13— 14).
I.
Political and Commercial.
Study North Atlantic and Pacific, together with countries bordering 
thereon.
Study world-commerce.
II .
Physiography and Observational Geography.
1. Study water-action further: formation of deltas, deposit of
sediment.
2. Note decomposition of local rocks into soil : note the breaking off
of rock fragments due to frost, sun and water action.
3. Learn principle of Barometer, dependence of air-movements on
differences of pressure, local winds, land and sea breezes, 
trade-winds and monsoons.
4. Chart thermometric and barometric readings. Note wind changes
and cloud-forms.
5. Study conditions which determine climate—with special reference
to Victoria.
6. Study, more fully, Evaporation, Condensation, Radiation, and the
causes which determine the precipitation of moisture.
7. Note apparent movements of Sun, of Southern Cross, and of stars
that rise and set, e.g., Orion’s Belt. Study E arth ’s rotation 
and revolution.
I I I .
Maps.
Draw Maps from memory.
9.— D om estic Science and Hygiene.
A im s— (a) To give instruction in the best conditions and methods 
of life in the home. Em phasis must be laid on the importance 
of temperature, light, ventilation, drainage and cleanliness of 
the house ; on the advantages of nutritious food and suitable 
clothing, and on the importance of thr.ft and economy.
(b) To instil the artistic and scientific principles underlying all 
good work. Care should be taken to cultivate an intelligent 
appreciation of beauty in house decorations, furniture, and 
dress.
S u b - P r i m a r y  (up  to  8 y e a r s ) .
The scheme may be begun in the Kindergarten by changing it 
sometimes into a “ Kitchen Garden ”— “ a system of teaching little 
children the rudiments of housework in a bright and cheerful way.”
L o w e r - P r i m a r y  ( 8— 11).
H i g h e r - P r i m a r y  ( 11— 12).
Nature Study work as prescribed in Geography, Nature Study 
and Elem entary Science curriculum. Physical Culture, Needlework,
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Geometrical Drawing, and the practical part of Arithmetic should be 
made to bear upon the lessons in Domestic Science and Hygiene. 
N o t e .— From 12— 14 years the length of the school-week should 
be increased to 24 hours, the additional hour to be given to 
Sloyd W ork or Military Training, for boys, and to Domestic 
Science and Hygiene, for girls.
H i g h e r - P r i m a r y  (12— 13).
Elementary Chemistry and Physics as set out in the curriculum 
for Geography and Elementary Science, should be compulsory for 
all, in correlation with Domestic Science and Hygiene. The extra 
hour per week should be given up to talks on personal Hygiene, and 
the simple principles of ventilation, healthful clothing, exercise, re s t ; 
and also on the home treatment of minor injuries (cuts, bruises, 
burns, etc.) No home-work to be given.
H i g h e r - P r i m a r y  (13— 14).
Physiology and Anatomy and Botany as set down in the 
curriculum for Geography and Elementary Science should be com­
pulsory for all, in correlation with Domestic Science and Hygiene. 
Physiology and Anatomy should be treated especially from a 
Hygienic pmnt of view.
First two terms. Household Hygiene and Arrangements—in­
cluding Soils, Drainage, Sites, W ater-supply (its sources and im­
purities), Methods of heating, Treatment of refuse, Arrangement of 
house (rooms, furniture, etc.), Household work, Economy of time and 
labour, and the keeping of household accounts.
L ast two terms. Cookery, Foods, Beverages, and Mixed Diet, 
General principles of cooking processes— Roasting, Boiling, Stewing, 
Grilling, Frying, Baking, Simple Menus.
10.—Singing.
L o w e r  P r i m a r y  (8— 11.
1. Song. To sing in unison songs which might with advantage be
related to the subject matter of the History, English, Nature 
Study or Geography lessons. At this stage simple Rounds 
might be practised, serving as an introduction to part-singing.
2. Breathing. To have practice in voice production and breathing
exercises.
3. Note. Using tonic sol-fa syllables to sing from the staff notation
ascending and descending scales, the notes of the common 
chord in any order, and also the tones of a doh chord in any easy 
order.
4. Time. To sing on one sound an exercise in f  or 4 time, which
might include minims and crotchets, dotted minims and dotted 
crotchets, and unaccented rests.
5. Ear. To repeat {i.e., imitate, not name) a simple phrase of three
notes after hearing it sung or played twice.
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H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (1 1— 14).
1. To sing two part songs with easy modulations. The Folk songs
of different nations are suitable, as are also the simplest of 
Schubert’s songs, such as “ The H eath Rose ” and “ The 
Linden T ree.”
2. To have practice in voice production and breathing exercises.
3. To sing at sight exercises containing modulations to dominant,
sub-dominant and relative minor with easy chromatics.
4. To sing on one sound exercises containing quarter-beats, triplets
and rests.
5. Using tonic sol-fa syllables, to name three or four notes in any
order, the key-note being first sounded.
11.—M anual Training.
L o w e r - P r i m a r y  (8— 11).
I.
Drawing.
1. To draw from the object direct, in connection with N ature Study
Lessons.
2. To draw by freearm movements from the object, where possible,
and where not possible, as in the case of animals, from a model 
or picture (not from the flat outline), life forms and the forms 
of natural objects which are built up on the oval.
3. To represent the above on paper.
4. To draw from memory.
5. During the first two years of the Lower Prim ary, to learn the use
of the ruler and the set-square in drawing squares, oblongs and 
triangles, so as to be able to represent life-forms, which have 
been previously studied in the form of simple design.
During the last year of the Lower Prim ary,to  draw parallels 
and perpendiculars by geometric construction ; to bisect lines, 
arcs and angles ; to construct angles of 45 degrees by geometric 
construction or with the ruler and set-square ; to construct 
easy plain sca les; to draw objects of simple shape, to scale, 
from actual measurements.
H i g h e r - P r i m a r y  (11— 14).
1. To draw from the object direct, in connection with the Nature
Study Lessons, not only life-forms, but simple apparatus used 
in connection with experiments.
2. To draw by freearm movements on blackboard, and by freehand
on paper, more difficult forms than those represented during 
the previous years.
3. To represent objects such as flower-pot, jars, pails, wooden
barrels, etc., in three different planes, indicating roughly light 
and shade.
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4. To draw from memory.
5. To apply the study of life form s to simple decorative arrange­
m ents for borders, panels, etc.
6. P ractical G eom etry to include exercises on proportional divisions
of lines ; construction of triangles, quadrilaterals, hexagon and 
oc tagon ; easy problems on circle, tangents and the inscription 
and circum scription of regular figures.
Brushwork, ClaymodelHng, P aper  and  Cardboard Modelling.
No definite set of designs or models for each class of the Lower 
P rim ary  or H igher P rim ary  can be set down in connection with these 
subjects. Claymodelling and B rushw ork are naturally connected 
w ith the N ature Study Lessons. I t  is recommended that, up to the 
first year of the H igher P rim ary , a graded set of exercises in any 
one or more of these three branches of M anual T raining be used in 
both B oys’ and G irls’ Schools, leading up to W oodwork for Boys 
and Sewing for G irls when the H igher P rim ary has been reached.
In  connection with the Recom m endation of Books, different sets 
of suitable exercises in W oodwork, Claymodelling, B rushw ork and 
Cardboard M odelling will be indicated.
Needlework.
H i g h e r  P r i m a r y  (11— 14).
Exercises in H em m ing and R unning and the application of these 
stitches in the sewing of H andkerchiefs and P inafores and the Sewing 
on of Tapes.
E xercises to teach casting-on of knitting with two needles, the 
making of plain garter stitch, and casting off.
A .gc 12 — 13.
Exercises to teach top-sewing and felling, stitching and gathering, 
and their application in the m aking of different garm ents.
K nitting exercises w ith two needles to teach plain and purl 
stitch.
E xercises in the sewing of flannel, using herring-bone stitch, button 
hole stitch, and fea th erin g ; the making of garm ents to show 
these stitches. D arning and Patching. K nitting of singlets, 
socks, etc.
N O T E . — It is recom m ended that care be taken throughout to avoid 
unnecessary strain of the eyesight by the sm allness of stitch, 
or the use of m aterial too dark in colour, or too fine in texture.
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IV .—ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS.
(1) (a) A foreign language should not be begun at all in the Sub-
Prim ary stage.
(6) Greek should not be begun in the Prim ary stage.
(2) During the Sub-Prim ary and the Prim ary stages there should
be no systematic work in any one branch of science, but 
preliminary work should be done in order to lay the foundations 
of scientific training.
(3) Length  o f  Lesson-feriods.
(a) Up to the age of 8 the maximum time of a lesson should be 
25 minutes; between 8 and 11 the maximum time should be 
30 m inutes; between 11 and 14 the maximum time should be 
45 minutes.
(b) Special subjects, such as Manual Training and N ature Study, 
require longer periods.
(c) In addition to the longer recesses, frequent intervals of live 
minutes between lesson-periods are very desirable. These 
latter are to be deducted from the lesson-periods.
(4) Subjects requiring a greater mental strain should be taken earlier
in the day.
(5) Home-work.
Up to the age of 8 there should be no home-work; between 
8 and 11 there should be a maximum time of 1 hour ; between 
11 and 13 a maximum time of l |  hours ; between 13 and 14 a 
maximum time of 2 hours. In the case of music-pupils the 
time allotted to practising should be limited to 3 hours per week 
up to the age of 14.
